GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING
TEXTED & TEXTLESS

UNDERSTANDING TEXTLESS
This guide was created in the effort to help explain what is meant by Text ed andTe xtless.
An example ofTexted would be if you have opening credits and they are placed over the film's opening shots. This
is the most common version of aTexted image.
Textless refers to a file that has no text over the image.
When we ask for aTextless version, we are requesting all text over imagery be removed so that we have a clean version. The
Textless file will be used for international Non-English speaking territories. It is also required for delivering toNetflix * and some
television deals.
On the pages that follow, you will see examples ofTexted andTextless images so that you can understand what we need when
sending us this file. You should never send the entire film to us without text. That is not what we are requesting. We only want the
specific shots that have text over them exported cleanly.
If you have a cross dissolve connecting 2 images or a fade out/in of any images that have text over them, send us both clips or, in
case of a fade out, until picture is in black.
Once you have all of these selects (clips), you will need to place them 5 seconds after the end of the picture. This means if you have
end credits, add 5 seconds once the credits have finished rolling and place your textless files there.
It’s a good idea to add in a graphic (text) that says 'Textless' before the textless images start to play. This graphic should come up
first (after the 5 seconds). Then add 5-15 frames of black and then add the textless clips after. Note that the graphic for “Textless”
should not be any longer than 5 seconds in length.
Each textless clip should be separated by 5-15 frames of black. This allows us to easily retrieve and determine where the cut starts
and stops.
However, if you have text that covers more than one image (assuming it’s the same text) then you would not separate those images
by using black. Those images should play together. This would be the case of opening credits where sometimes text carries over
from one image to the next. In the case of opening credits, it’s okay to export the sequence as one complete sequence. However,
that is the only time you should do that. All other texted elements should be sent as separate cuts. The only exception to that is
what was described above with using Cross Dissolves, Fades or the text carries over into multiple cuts.

*Netflix is not a guaranteed deal.
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